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Concolor - Jerome Sydenham remix
„This used to be our playground.“

.

track name:
A

This used to be our playground - original mix

AA This used to be my playground - Jerome Sydenham remix

Duration/min:
07:58
07:56

The reliable label Perplex consequently continues to idealize its style without letting the assumption
occur to permanently try to top itself. With Joachim & Philogresz a.k.a. “Concolor” from Rotterdam,
Perplex is getting another fresh and impressive act on board to supply an incredibly original track. The
remixer needs no big introduction: Jerome Sydenham, Ibadan-labelmanager, ex-New-York and now
Berlin-resident has been a living legend since the early 90ies. This combination makes Perplex #6
another double-a-side which does not only aim for the dancefloor but also gives a sweet musical
foretaste of the coming summer.
“This Used To Be Our Playground” is a musically colourful hymn which seems custom-tailored for
Perplex. It amazes by an individual composition of fine-dosed synthetic and warm analogue elements
shaped with the finest sound-generators. This track should not be misunderstood as a track for the
supposed “special moment”, but should be carefully used in order to create such a moment at any
time wanted!
Jerome Sydenham applies his version with such a straight intensity that it appears abysmally deep
even despite its short breaks. A dynamic techno-bullet stripped down to the basics! The kicking
drumloops with sickle-sharp hihats and whipping snares hold the tension from the beginning to the
very end. Jerome Sydenham who has always been a great inspiration for Perplex-manager Charles
Widmore, completes Perplex’ sixth release not economically but spiritually!
Support by:

Luciano, Brothers´ Vibe, Nick Höppner, Cassy, Catz N Dogz, Konrad Black,
Matt Tolfrey, Karotte, Laurent Garnier, Gel Abril, Matthias Meyer, Andre Crom,
Siopis, Deepchild...
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